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Celebrating Ash Trees 
Through Arts and 

Culture

Major Landscape Art Work: Ackroyd and Harvey

Developed through Research & Public Engagement in the 
landscape
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Tree planting, Stone Farm
Walks, Across Kent
Wood working, Cinderhill Woods
Outdoor Classroom/Forest Schools





“A willingness to take risks and high quality artistic outputs helped The 
Ash Project to stand out from other conservation engagement projects. 

If the conservation sector is to be relevant to modern society and to 
extend its reach beyond ‘the usual suspects’ then new approaches such 

as this are needed. How to foster ‘nature connectedness ‘is now a 
central question for the sector and I have no doubt that creative 

‘journeys’ such as this have a role to play in finding solutions. 

The Kent Downs’ The Ash Project provides a rubric for a similar project 
but with nationwide coverage along with many lessons learnt that will 
be valuable to other similar projects and conservation organisations.”

- Heritage Insider













Next steps and are we ready?

• The scale of the loss is greater than we have previously seen with Elm 30m, 
Hurricane 15m, Ash 150-185m and there is an associated £15bn cost

• We need to think about our messaging, joining up and sharing 
experiences

• Climate and biodiversity connection

• A National Archive to record landscapes and connections

• 60m Ash trees outside woods, which are difficult to replace without 
deliberate action

• Artists commissions, landscape scale commissions that encourage public 
engagement with the issues surrounding the decline

• Emotional Connection, how to encourage people to care, and experience 
this as a loss, to landscape and culture


